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Introduction

• 2021 Steering Committee Members

• ChAC-SC and Advice development

• Latest Advice and 2020 Continuity

• Looking Ahead
2021 Steering Committee Members

Pierre-Jean Darres
Québec Chapter
NA Region
Chair

Wadzani Ndlovu
Zimbabwe Chapter
Africa Region
Vice-Chair

Satish Babu
Trivandum Chapter
Asia Pacific Region
Secretary

Roberto Zambrana
Bolivia Chapter
LAC Region

Nabil Bukhalid
Lebanon Chapter
Middle East Region

Jordi Domingo
Catalonia Chapter
Europe Region

Adebunmi Akinbo
Nigeria Chapter
Non-geographical

German Fajardo
Colombia Chapter
Non-geographical

Anna Amoomo
Namibia Chapter
Non-geographical
ChAC-SC and Advice development

Chapter Community

Issues identified by the Chapter Community

ChAC-SC

ChAC-SC designates an ad-hoc group to study the issue and develop advice if needed

Full ChAC

Full ChAC-SC is consulted about the advice being developed. Once advice is final a consensus process starts. If one objection is received then a vote follows.
Latest Advice and 2020 Continuity

• Latest Advice
  • ChAC Charter Amendment 2020.12.23-01 - Approved

• Rules and Procedures Amendment
  • Continuity from Charter Amendment
Looking Ahead

• Opt-in/Opt-out
  • To recommend ideas on how to alleviate this problem
  • Continuity from 2020 ChAC-SC

• Multiple Chapters per country
  • Discussion on how to accompany processes and notifications

• Access to funds for Chapters
  • To recommend ideas on how to deal with Chapters not able to receive funds
Thank you.
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